
From Spirited Away (2001), dir. Hayao Miyazaki (all images courtesy Studio Ghibli)World-revered Japanese animation house Studio Ghibli has recently made hundreds of high-resolution images from its various films
available to download. Going forward, the studio will be posting new monthly selections for people to peruse; the starting lineup features eight movies, mainly newer ones (none came out before the turn of the century).
Each film page respectfully requests that people use the images within the bounds of common sense.The above image from Spirited Away is now my laptop wallpaper. There are 400 additional frames to pick from, like
this striking dream image from The Wind Rises, Miyazaki&#8217;s wistful meditation on the costs of artistic fervor and the dangers of nationalism:From The Wind Rises (2013), dir. Hayao MiyazakiOr this indelible moment
from Isao Takahata&#8217;s masterpiece The Tale of the Princess Kaguya:FromÂ The Tale of the Princess KaguyaÂ (2013), dir. Isao TakahataMiyazaki&#8217;sÂ Ponyo was explicitly made to appeal mainly to small
children, which goes to show that even at their lightest, the studio can turn out stunning work like this:From Ponyo (2008), dir. Hayao MiyazakiLower-key, lesser-regarded Ghibli films are nonetheless still filled with
heartbreaking craft, such as When Marnie Was There:FromÂ When Marnie Was ThereÂ (2014), dir. Hiromasa YonebayashiAfter pausing all production for several years, Ghibli is now at work on its next film,Â How Do
You Live?, with Miyazaki again directing. The animation is progressing at an agonizingly slow pace, but whenever it&#8217;s finished, there&#8217;s no doubt that it will be similarly beautiful.  The Montreal Museum of
Fine Arts (photo via Wikimedia Commons)Former director and curator of the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts (MMFA) Nathalie Bondil is suing the institutionâ€™s board of directors for defamation after she was dismissed
last July, reports the Canadian outlet La Presse. The suit, filed on Friday, claims C$ 1 million (~$750,000) in punitive damages and the same amount in moral damages for what it describes as a smear campaign against
Bondil&#8217;s reputation.The board dismissed Bondil from the MMFA following an investigation into allegations of psychological harassment. Michel de la CheneliÃ¨re, the president of the board, justified the decision on
the grounds that Bondil had not properly addressed complaints of a toxic work environment &#8212; accusations that were brought forward by museum employees and described in a report by an external human
resources firm.The former director, however, challenged the board&#8217;s characterization, arguing that the true reason for her dismissal was her failure to support the promotion of an associate curator at the museum,
Mary-Dailey Desmarais, to a newly-created directorial position. The role, Director of the Curatorial Division, was conceived as an intermediary between Bondil and the 70 members of the curatorial department, in the
hopes of easing pressure on employees that may have contributed to their stressful working conditions. (Desmarais is part of a family of longtime donors to the museum.)Bondil said her choice to back a different
candidate for the job was viewed as insubordination, according to the New York Times, and led to her termination.The controversy over Bondil&#8217;s firing on July 13 prompted an official investigation by the
government of Quebec, the museum&#8217;s largest funder. The government also suspended plans to donate $10 million for a new wing dedicated to Canadian artist Jean-Paul Riopelle. (The investigation is still
ongoing, and its findings have not yet been released.)In the lawsuit, Bondil accuses the museum&#8217;s administration of having made slanderous, deceptive and defamatory remarks that were disseminated publicly on
several occasions, including in an email communication sent to MMFA members on September 2. These statements destroyed the reputation for commitment and excellence that Ms. Bondil has built through decades of
efforts and achievements, the suit continues.Bondil joined the MMFA in 1999 as a curator of European art and led the institution since 2007, becoming the first woman to assume post as its director. She has been praised
for increasing the museum&#8217;s international visibility and widening its local reach, and was invested into the Order of Canada in 2016.Â In the wake of her dismissal, Bondil received an outpouring of support,
particularly from French museums. The head of the MusÃ©e dâ€™Orsay in Paris, Laurence des Cars, described the ouster as absolutely unacceptable; Emma Lavigne, who leads the Palais de Tokyo, said the move was
â€œan act of pure violence.In August, however, more than 100 former and current workers at the museum signed a letter in support of her termination, alleging incidents of harassment and intimidation under Bondil that
they described as daily occurrences.In an op-ed for the Montreal Gazette published on Monday, the Canadian philanthropist Irwin Browns, a patron of the museum who had initially recommended Bondil for the director
position in 2006, referred to her lawsuit as the proverbial last straw. The appointment of Desmarais into a new leadership role, he opines, was a good faith effort by the board to improve working conditions at the
museum.[Bondil] should be reminded that she rejected the boardâ€™s offers and had this affair play out in the press, Browns writes. Unfortunately, the museum must defend itself in this suit, and that will take time and
funds that could be allocated elsewhere during this time of COVID-19.In response to Hyperallergic&#8217;s request for comment, an MMFA spokesperson provided the following statement: The Museum&#8217;s lawyers
have notified the Board of Directors of the reception of this lawsuit. They will respond to it in due course.Bondil could not be immediately reached for comment.  New emoji let you love the one you&#8217;re with! (All
images courtesy of Emojipedia)Last week, 217 new emoji were approved and announced, due to debut on devices in 2021. Emoji 13.1 is in the ether, and the ever-vigilant Emojipedia has released a sample image set so
we can check â€™em out.All the newness coming to devices in 2021.The collection largely emphasizes a wide range of mixed-race couples options, so that everyone can find their romantic pairings particular combination
of sexuality and skin tone represented. Outside of the doubles, thereâ€™s a wider array of beard and hair length options and just a few emoticons, including pinwheel eyes, head in the clouds, and hearts alternately on
fire or bandaged up as if on the mend (really just opposite ends of the same spectrum, letâ€™s be honest).Based on this reveal, Iâ€™m prepared to make some predictions for the next set of emoji â€” I expect weâ€™ll
see a man bun option in 2021. While weâ€™ve rightly accessed a broad range of representative images that factor in race and gender, we are still woefully limiting our vision of contemporary romance to coupledom.
Hopefully, 2021 will bring polyamory emoji, including an â€œethically non-monogamousâ€• emoji that will feature a dude using dating apps to engage four women behind his wifeâ€™s back based on vague linguistic
hand-waving and her indifference as long as he pays the bills. Thereâ€™s going to be a lot going on in that emoji.Appreciate the effort, but a whirly eyes emoji doesn&#8217;t begin to cover it, guys.Obviously, the major
oversight in this emoji drop is the icon we are all crying out for to represent 2020 in its fullest expression: the flaming dumpster emoji. If not now, when? I predict it will catch on faster than the wildfires devastating the West
Coast or the virus tearing through our vulnerable populations, unchecked through disinformation and toxic individualism. Where are the emoji to express my feelings about this? Because ::facepalm:: just isn&#8217;t
covering the full extent of existential despair at this point. Come on, emoji scientists! Get with the times!  Art+Action Coalitionâ€™s COME TO YOUR CENSUS campaign art activation with Sanctuary City Projectâ€™s
mobile tricycle silkscreen cart pop-up and Who Counts in America? posters at San Franciscoâ€™s City Hall, April 2020 (photo courtesy Art+Action Coalition)In August, the U.S. Commerce Department announced plans to
end counting efforts for the 2020 Census on September 30, a full month sooner than previously scheduled. This news was a big blow for a census effort already challenged by the coronavirus pandemic. The accelerated
timeline effectively guarantees undercounting that will skew political representation, government funding (including crucial arts and arts education dollars), and essential services for every person in every community in the
country for the next 10 years. Roughly four out of 10 households have not participated in the census, and rates are lower for people the census historically undercounts: Black, Indigenous, and people of color, disabled
people, immigrants, LGBTQIA+ people, and low-income and homeless populations.We join leaders in philanthropy who issued a call to re-extend the deadline to October 31, which is a necessary response to the
pandemic. The work is urgent. Last week a court issued an order to allow the census count to continue, but the legal battle is ongoing. To assure a full and accurate count, there is an immediate need for innovation to
drive census participation in the coming weeks, particularly in hard to count communities, and an infusion of creatives and creativity in census efforts.Artists, designers, filmmakers, and writers and the organizations that
serve them have a unique power to craft and circulate art and stories that illustrate what is at stake â€” schools, hospitals, infrastructure, and more â€” and inspire people to respond. They can adapt quickly and touch
people in our new digital reality. The census and organizers in the civic engagement space need them right now.Here are six ways creatives can engage right now: Complete the census todayFirst, anyone who has not
yet completed the census can visit 2020census.gov and be counted right now. Every response matters. Your answer will shape the future of your community. Share your census storyOnce you have completed the
census, share your own story to inspire others. Tell everyone you can why the census matters to you. For examples of effective storytelling, consider Stories for Change, a project of Census Counts and NextDayBetter.
Through personal videos, quote graphics, and infographics, the digital-organizing project illustrates the importance of the census as a basis for advocacy of a range of issues that include racial justice, immigration,
disability, labor, and faith. Use existing creative toolsThere is a wealth of creative content and tools you can use and adapt to promote census participation. Harnessâ€™s #BeCounted 2020 Census Campaign and
Art+Action Coalitionâ€™s â€˜COME TO YOUR CENSUSâ€™ project have artist-generated action plans, social media toolkits, talking points, and array of digital and print assets that make speaking up easy. Get creative
with your contentNo matter your creative medium â€” be it theater, ceramics, or gaming â€” you have an opportunity to spark awareness and interest and connect people to the census on a human level. Arleene Correa
Valencia and Ana Teresa FernÃ¡ndezâ€™s SOMOS VISIBLES ready-to-wear gear, April Bey, Martha Carrillo, and Phung Huynhâ€™s serigraph for Self Help Graphics, and For Freedoms physical photo diorama of its
2018 photograph, Freedom of Speech, are just a couple examples of how to stir up excitement and reflection on the census. Consider making use of open source platforms such as the Creatives for the Count content
repository so others can use your content. Engage hard-to-count communitiesHelp to ensure a fairer census by focusing on geographies and populations that are undercounted. Ask impacted communities working on the
ground how you can best support and amplify their work. Pursue digital and non-digital strategies to bridge the digital divide. Use multilingual content. Make your content and modes of engagement accessible to disabled
people who are regularly undercounted. Leverage your networks and partner upTap your on- and offline networks to adapt and generate content and connect to communities who have not yet been counted. Consider
hosting a virtual Create-a-thon event to collectively generate and disseminate digital media to spread awareness. Freely share your strategies with your fellow creatives, arts organizations, and membership groups such
as Americans for the Arts, and any outlets you have at hand so they can do more. Reach out to your public officials, community leaders, and other civic engagement organizations and join their get-out-the-count
campaigns. When it comes to the census and census outreach, there is strength in numbers.The census is upon us. An infusion of creatives and creativity into enu
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